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The LEADER project, initiated in
2019, and extended to 'LEADER
Scale Up' from 2022 to 2024,
involves 6 European organisations,
together with a new partner Urkraft,
a Northern Swedish organisation
dedicated to youth labor market
promotion and pre-rehabilitation.
The core objective of the Scale Up
Project is to enhance critical soft
skills, such as: leadership; public
speaking; communication; creativity;
and critical thinking; among youth to
meet the demands of the evolving
job market.

Initially, the project utilised digital
resources, including an e-learning
platform and a mobile app, for
interactive skills development.
During the second partners' meeting
in Malta in May 2023, the consortium
decided to refine these tools by
incorporating new scenarios and
improving user interfaces based on
insights gathered from local
workshops held in April 2023.

Recognizing the importance of
offline tools in areas with limited
internet access, the consortium
plans to develop a 'LEADER Card
Game Card Game' in the latter half
of 2023. These upgraded digital
tools and the LEADER Card Game
will be showcased in upcoming
public events.
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In practical applications, the 'LEADER' logic game was used at VET
school Friesland College in Leeuwarden, where it encouraged student
collaboration, inclusivity, and personal growth. BDF tested the
LEADER Game with diverse employee panels, demonstrating its
potential for team building, new employee orientation, and in-
company training. CEBANC aimed to introduce the game to a younger
audience, receiving positive feedback on its ability to improve
teamwork and communication skills while making learning interactive
and fun.

Looking forward, the 7 project partners will convene in Northern Sweden
this December, to pave the way forward for the project. The upcoming

months will focus on the further development of the LEADER Card Game,
LEADER App, and an enhanced E-Learning Platform, among other tools and

resources. 

These efforts aim to equip future European business leaders with essential
skills in the coming years.
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